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APsystems to Unveil World’s Most Advanced Solar Microinverter at Solar
Power International
SEATTLE, Wa.; LYON, France; JIAXING, China – September 5, 2017 – APsystems will unveil the YC600, a dual-module, smart
grid and Rule 21 compliant microinverter at the Solar Power International trade show in Las Vegas. A groundbreaking
design in microinverter technology, the YC600 will offer the highest peak output power, faster transmission speed and more
modules allowed per string than comparable microinverters. A wider MPPT voltage range will result in a greater energy
harvest for homeowners.
The first of its kind, the YC600 is designed to accommodate today’s high output PV panels, offer enhanced capability and
meet the latest grid compliance standards while providing an unprecedented level of power with dual, independent MPPT
per channel. The unit also builds on the successful APsystems line of multi-module microinverters, simplifying installation and
reducing logistics costs.
The new microinverter will debut at the APsystems booth #1745 September 11-13 at SPI.

About APsystems
Founded in Silicon Valley USA in 2009, APsystems has grown to encompass three global business units with offices around the world, serving customers in
more than 80 countries with its ground-breaking multi-module microinverters, including the YC1000, the world’s best-selling 3-phase microinverter.
Today, with hundreds of thousands of units installed producing more than 142 GWh of clean, renewable energy, APsystems continues to be a leader in
the ever-growing MLPE segment and a solid corporate performer, profitable each of the past five years. APsystems USA is based in Seattle, Washington;
APsystems EMEA is based in Rotterdam, Netherlands and Lyon, France; APsystems APAC is based in Jiaxing, China.
Information on APsystems solar microinverter products can be found at www.APsystems.com.
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